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Abstract: Coordination-insertion based
polymerization methods provide a multitude of
opportunities for enhanced control over catalytic
activity, selectivity, and reactivity. Through tailored
catalyst development and macromolecular design,
the Long Research Group leverages these
advantages to synthesize unique and/or tailored
polymeric structures for a variety of applications. In
this talk, we will demonstrate the potential power
of these coordination-insertion based
polymerization methods through two studies. First,
we will provide fundamental evidence that redox-
active olefin polymerization catalysts can be
effectively used to modulate polyolefin
microstructure and copolymer composition via
simple in situ changes in a catalyst's oxidation-
state. Second, we will demonstrate that careful
catalyst selection can enable access to a unique
class of polymers that was previously believed to
be inaccessible, and that those materials are
extremely attractive as highly efficient gas
separation membranes.
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